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on the health budget by 1975. Of course, all these figures
including the savings-are hypothetical, as they are revisions
of the last Government's expenditure projections, and super-
sonic planes are not unique in being subject to wishful budget-
ing.

But is it acceptable that any Exchequer savings, however
ephemeral, should be made in the N.H.S. budget? Would
not charges be more generally acceptable if all the extra
money they produced was put back into the N.H.S.? It was
suggested in 19673 that at least £500m. a year extra was
required to bring Britain's health budget up to a level com-
parable to that of other advanced Western countries, and a
recent comparison4 indicated that this country is still well
down the international league in spending only 6.02% of its
national income on medical care. Thirty-seven million pounds
extra for the N.H.S. in 1974-5-an addition of under 2% of
the total estimated budget-seems almost negligible.
The Government's decision to increase prescription charges

from 2s. 6d. to 4s. an item will cause some unease but is not
unreasonable in the face of steep inflation, though this charge
(representing under one-third of the average prescription cost)
still bears no direct relation to the cost of the drug prescribed.
However, the Government also stated it intended to introduce
a sliding scale of charges related to the cost of the drugs. Even
in the knowledge that the extensive exemptions and the
"'season ticket" are to continue, doctors will need a lot of
convincing that this is a good idea. Apart from the administra-
tive complexity and cost, such a scheme could wrongly in-
fluence doctors' prescribing, with patients receiving drugs
tailored to their pockets rather than to their illness. Whether
the increase in prescription charges will deter patients who
really need medical advice from visiting the doctor remains
to be seen.
The abolition of any national insurance benefit for the first

three days of any period of certifiable illness or injury could
reduce the demands for certificates from doctors. This, with a
similar revision for unemployment benefit, will save about
£20m. in a full year. Apart from the saving, if this is a
forerunner of a less rigid Government approach to certification
it will be welcomed by the profession.,
The proposed reductions in the annual CIlOm. of public

expenditure on the research councils presumably means the
Government thinks industry should contribute more to
research and rely less on Government handouts. This argument
reflects Government philosophy but, whatever its merits for
industry generally, it would be a pennywise economy to reduce
the Medical Research Council's annual grant. The phar-
maceutical industry invests heavily in drug research, but
otherwise industry plays a minor part in health research. Any
attempt to cut the M.R.C.'s £;19m. annual budget would be
a damaging economy, which should be vigorously resisted.
By linking the charge in future to the actual cost ofthe dental

procedure, the Government is giving notice of one way in
which it may seek to raise revenue in other parts ofthe N.H.S.
Some of the more radical forecasts ofthe Government's inten-
tions, such as hospital, hotel, and consultation charges, did not
materialize. They have probably only been postponed for the
Chancellor told the House that ". . . we shall establish more
sensible priorities. We shall expect that, where the user can
afford it, he should bear more ofthe cost and the taxpayer less,
but we shall give more help to those who need it. At the same
time, we intend to add substantially to the resources devoted
to the basic structure of the health, welfare, and education
services . . ."

The Government could translate this paragraph into action
in several ways, all of them probably eroding the concept of a
primarily tax-financed health service. The introduction of the
N.H.S. in 1948 was a revolutionary social step but progress
has been perpetually dogged by financial difficulties, some of
them inherited. This malaise is not peculiar to Britain and
cannot therefore be diagnosed as being solely a consequence of
the modus operandi of the Service. A massive improvement in
the national economy would provide a welcome but seemingly
distant solution to the financial problems, and internal
reorganization and improved efficiency should lessen them.
Certainly a primarily tax-financed service has not achieved
what had been hoped of it, and the Government should not,
therefore, be criticized for daring to study other ways of
increasing resources for medical care. The N.H.S. is now so
firmly established and widely supported in Britain that any
changes, if they are to be willingly accepted by the great
majority, will have to be evolutionary. Even so doctors and
patients must face the fact that different and probably contro-
versial ways of raising money may have to be tried-at least on
an experimental basis-if medicine is to be given any chance
of providing the community with the standards of care it has a
right to expect. The situation calls for moderation and restraint,
not only among politicians of all parties, but among all those
with the interests of the Health Service at heart.

Rescue in Space
At the annual Astronautical Congress held in Switzerland
last month there was a notable atmosphere of international
co-operation such as has never been known before. Astronauts
from the United States and Soviet Union were to be seen in
friendly conversation, and space medicine experts from both
countries exchanged views and even revealed hitherto secret
information before audiences.
Though this was the third annual symposium on space

rescue, previous attempts to devise a rescue craft and a
rendezvous technique applicable to the vessels of both
countries would have entailed the release by the Russians of
information about their spacecraft which they were unwilling
to divulge. Even now there are so many differences between
the spacecraft of the two countries, such as the Soyez and
Apollo types, that it would be almost impossible to devise a
lifeboat craft which could make contact with all types. It can
only be hoped that the next generation of spacecraft of both
countries will incorporate common features allowing a
standard rescue procedure to be put into practice. Oddly
enough the possibility of transferring a distressed spaceman
from one vehicle to another by spacewalk, without the need
for a standardized "docking" procedure, does not seem to
have come up for discussion.

Certain local measures were suggested, such as having
containers with spare fuel, oxygen, food and water, and
electric batteries, circulating permanently in orbit round the
earth. Another scheme was for a spare lunar module to circu-
late permanently round the moon, so that, if the one which
had taken the astronauts on to the moon was unable to come
back, the man in the command module could send the spare
one down to rescue the stranded men.
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So far the only serious emergency in space has been that of
the Apollo 13, a part of which exploded on its way to the
moon. This was dealt with by radio instructions from experts
down on earth at Houston, Texas. The only deaths have
taken place on or near the earth-two Americans suffocated
by a fire in their oxygen-filled cabin before take-off, and a
Russian whose parachute failed to open for his final return
to earth.
These incidents suggest that the most urgent need is to

make space vessels safer in themselves rather than to enable
them to be abandoned. H. J. von Beckh, of Philadelphia,
advocated "compartmentalization." By this he meant two or
more compartments which could be sealed off from each
other so that the crew could isolate themselves in one while
the other was emptied of noxious fumes or a fire there allowed
to go out, which it would do as soon as it had no oxygen in
which to burn. Furthermore, if one compartment was holed
by a meteorite, a temporary retreat would be available while
a crew member, wearing a space suit, mended the hole.
Another possible advantage of a multi-cabin ship will at once
occur to medical men: anyone who developed a respiratory
infection or other contagious disease could be temporarily
expelled from the rest of the community.

New Review Body
At the same time as the Government declared the demise of
the National Board for Prices and Incomes it also announced
the setting up of a new review body for the pay of doctors and
dentists in the N.H.S. The doctors' new review body will be
one of three covering the pay of professions where there is no
negotiating machinery. As we record in our report at p. 377,
Mr. Carr, Secretary of State for Employment, told the
Commons on 2 November, that the three review bodies would
advise on certain of the salaries paid in Government or quasi-
Government services. Judges, senior civil servants, and the
armed Forces (officers and other ranks) are among the groups
covered. A new Office of Manpower Economics, independent
of Government, is to serve as a common secretariat, and there
will be some interlocking membership between the review
bodies. The Government also intends to use the new Office of
Manpower Economics to service ad hoc studies of particular
pay structure problems.

All this will certainly ensure that the secretariat develops a
clear knowledge of pay throughout the government sector.
Whether the medical profession will see this new structure as
offering the same degree of independence as was achieved by
the previous review body remains to be seen. In proposing

that body in 1960 the Royal Commission on Doctors' and
Dentists' Remuneration had studied very carefully the serious
difficulties which had continually arisen over pay between the
Government and doctors since the start of the Health Service.
As the events in June this year showed, doctors have set great
store by the independence of their pay reviews, and during a
decade of tempestuous medicopolitics Lord Kindersley and
his colleagues succeeded to a remarkable degree in retauning
the profession's confidence.
The crisis over the twelfth report was resolved only by the

withdrawal of the previous Government's reference of the
recommended award to the P.I.B., and by a firm promise by
Sir Keith Joseph "to arrange for the reestablishment of an
independent review body."'' The lack of apparent urgency
subsequently shown by the Government in starting discussions
with the B.M.A. raised some doubts among doctors about its
intentions. These doubts will not have been lessened by the
inept timing of the Government's public announcement,
which came only three days before the second round
of discussions on the new review machinery between the
Secretary of State for Social Services and the Association's
representatives.
On the face of it Mr. Carr's statement in Parliament pre-

empts much which should presumably have been discussed.
However, there remain some questions to be asked, and where
there is uncertainty there may well be elbow room for nego-
tiation. Doctors will ask themselves what represents "a degree
of interlocking membership." Will the profession have any say
in the membership of its own review body? What will be the
period of review, and will the three bodies report simultane-
ously, thus forestalling leapfrog claims? To what extent will
the profession's negotiators have access to the information and
statistics supplied to the review body? Under the previous
system a joint Government-B.M.A. statistical working party
provided agreed factual evidence, and the negotiators were
given an opportunity to comment on all Government evidence.
The profession must have clear answers to these questions.

Neither the delay by the Government in starting discussions
nor the ill-timed announcement will generate much confidence
among doctors. In spite ofMr. Carr's assurance in Parliament'
that the recommendations of the bodies "will be accepted by
the Government unless there are clear and compelling reasons
for not doing so" his colleague, the Secretary of State for
Social Services, should not be too surprised if the extent of
effective independence is questioned by the profession.
However much the Government may protest its good inten-
tions, this may be an occasion where independence lies in the
eye of the beholder.

' British MedicalJournal Supplement, 1970, 3, 39.
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